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Out of the Silent Planet is the first novel of the Cosmic Trilogy, considered to be C.S. Lewis' chief
contribution to the science fiction genre. The trilogy concerns Dr. Ransom, a linguist, who, like
Christ, was offered a ransom for mankind. The first two novels are planetary romances with
elements of medieval mythology. Each planet is seen as having a tutelary spirit; those of the
other planets are both good and accessible, while that of Earth is fallen, twisted, and not known
directly by most humans. The story is powerfully imagined, and the effects of lesser gravity on
Martian planet and animal life is vividly rendered.

From School Library JournalYA?An oversized treasure of a book, packed with illustrations,
photographs, maps, and possibilities. Chronology runs from the Bronze Age through the Vikings,
the Chinese, Levantine and Portuguese trades, the Armada, pirates and East India men, and the
Titanic and Andrea Doria wrecks, ending with the 1944 sinking of the John Barry. Part Two is a
gazetteer that surveys over 1,400 shipwrecks around the world. The information is detailed,
showing the depths at which the sunken ships lie, routes taken, cargo carried, and detail on
salvaging efforts. This is a book that immediately catches the eye, while perusal stimulates the
imagination.?Frances Reiher, Kings Park Library, Fairfax, VACopyright 1995 Reed Business
Information, Inc.From Library JournalPickford, whose father worked as a researcher for an
English salvage company involved in nearly 100 operations, here chronicles shipwrecks from
the Bronze Age to the Vikings, then moves on to Chinese junks, the Levantine trade, the
Portuguese and Spanish plate fleets, pirates, gold rush paddle-steamers, and, finally, to the
Titanic and other modern ships. To be included, wrecks must have been laden with treasure.
Colorful maps detail the historical trade routes and pinpoint the wrecks. A gazetteer surveys over
1400 shipwrecks around the world, including many that have yet to be salvaged; each is briefly
described in the "Shipwreck Listings" section. A good history and a welcome reference for
treasure seekers. Highly recommended for public libraries.John Kenny, San Francisco
P.L.Copyright 1994 Reed Business Information, Inc.From BooklistThough the jacket proclaims
this as "the first comprehensive guide to ships lost at sea and the treasures they have yielded,"
Pickford's introduction more modestly and accurately states that, because of the lack of records
over the vast ages and areas involved," no book on this subject could pretend to be totally
comprehensive." Defining a treasure ship broadly as "any ship used to transport a high-value
cargo of precious metals or artifacts that do not lose their value when immersed for long periods
in salt water," Pickford, a professional shipwreck researcher, provides illuminating text set in a
sea of illustrations. The result is a book that is a fine starting point for shipwreck research as well
as a browsable coffee-table book, because of the graphics for which Dorling Kindersley is
esteemed.The atlas is divided into two main parts. The first, "Shipwrecks," examines 40



significant shipwrecks in two-page spreads combining text with profuse use of photographs and
other illustrations. These shipwrecks are arranged into 14 groupings including "The Vikings,"
"Chinese Junks," and "Pirates and Privateers"; each has its own lavish introductory two-page
spread. The book's second main part, "Gazetteer," has two sections: maps and shipwreck
listings. The 20 double-page maps locate by number more than 1,400 shipwrecks, indicating for
each relative sea depths in yards and meters, date of sinking, and whether or not some salvage
history is known. The shipwreck listings indicates, where known, the ship's name and location
on a map in the atlas, date of sinking, nationality, tonnage, location, route, cargo, and salvage
record.Concluding the book are a glossary and a bibliography of about 100 entries each, as well
as an index. That the index refers not at all to the 34 pages of shipwreck listings in part 2 makes
it difficult to easily locate specific information, such as the cargo of the Titanic or the captain of
the San Juan, in that section. The Lusitania, perhaps failing to meet the author's broad definition
of treasure ship, escapes mention anywhere in the book.Recommended as a seaworthy addition
to public, academic, and elementary and secondary school libraries for both reference and
browsing.ReviewThe Atlas of Shipwrecks and Treasure offers a wealth of information that is
uniquely presented in the form of detailed, hand-drawn maps, stunning photos, and lucid text.
Covering treasure shipwrecks around the world, from the Americas to Australia, Scandinavia to
southern Africa, the shipwrecks are arranged thematically and chronologically, providing a
historically correct reference tool that is extremely easy to use. Topics of particular interest (such
as Chinese treasure ships, East Indian trading ships, and Gold Rush routes, as well as pirates
and privateers) are highlighted in special theme pages. Beautiful locater maps plot more than
1,400 wrecks from around the world. The full color artwork is superlative. Readers can
experience the romance and intrigue of a subject that has fascinated people for centuries. --
Midwest Book ReviewAbout the AuthorNigel Pickford studied English at Cambridge University,
and has carried on a family tradition of professional shipwreck research for salvage companies
that extends back 50 years. He is an established authority in this arcane but rapidly expanding
field and has a personal archive on treasure ships that is unparalleled in its comprehensiveness.
He has been involved in the discovery of a wide variety of ships, ranging from a 12th--century
junk in the South China Sea that was found with silver, gold, and porcelain on board, to a World
War I merchant ship off southern Ireland with a cargo of gold ingots and tin. At present, Nigel
Pickford is researching a number of different projects for Swedish, German, Malaysian,
American, and British salvage teams, including a 20th--century cargo of gold lost in the
Mediterranean, a fabulous 17th--century Spanish treasure ship lost in international waters, four
Dutch and Portuguese wrecks of the early 17th century that sank in the Strait of Malacca, and a
West African trader wrecked with its cargo of porcelain in Liverpool Bay, England. In recent
years, Nigel Pickford has worked for most of the major names in shipwreck salvage, including
Michael Hatcher (famous for retrieving the Nanking cargo from the Geldermalsen) and Sverker
Hallstrom, who recovered the Vung Tau cargo.Read more
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MereChristian, “A Timeless Science Fiction Classic With a Christian and Moral Worldview, Still
Enjoyable for One of Any Worldview. Besides The Chronicles of Narnia, C. S. Lewis' best-known
fiction is his science-fiction works known as The Space Trilogy. Also known as The Cosmic
Trilogy, perhaps because the third volume is notably "earthbound", these three books have been
jokingly referred to as "Narnia in space".At the time that Lewis wrote these works, there was
debate about whether there was life beyond the stars, about the limits of science, and about
whether new discoveries would finally "throw off the shackles" of religion. Add into the mix were
concerns about social Darwinism, eugenics, imperialism, and so on, and the intellectual debates
were fascinating, but they obviously must have troubled Lewis because they all were going
towards what he would have concluded was the wrong direction. So Lewis set out his pen, and
began to put forth his view of what life may be like beyond the cosmos if aliens existed. Along the
way, he dealt with issues such as the importance of life, even if the person is not as intelligent, or
doesn't seem to be as worth-while to society, as well as the idea that the ends decidedly do not
justify the means in all circumstances. Indeed, Lewis' portrayal of the evil plots by Weston and
Devine seem to be a very subtle jab against Hitler in Germany and Stalin in Russia who
(especially Hitler) still seemed to have a puzzling popularity in the West.The story starts out with
a professor of philology (who seems to have been based upon Lewis' good friend, The Lord of
the Rings author, J. R. R. Tolkien, himself a scholar of languages) who is on his break from
school, and is using the time away from researching, teaching and grading papers to go on a
"walking tour" of the English countryside.Seeking shelter for the night in a small village, the
professor, Dr. Elwin Ransom, comes across a hysterical woman distraught over the fact that her
mentally handicapped son hasn't come home from work on time that day, like he always does.
Though he really just wants to find a place to spend the night as soon as possible, Ransom
agrees to search for and find her boy, and he does so. He comes upon a scene of the young
man, scared out of his mind, being roughed up by two other men. Upon rescuing the boy,
Ransom finds himself soon kidnapped by the villains, Professor Weston and Devine, Who
quickly drug him into unconsciousness.He is stunned upon waking to find himself on a
spaceship journeying to a strange planet his captors call "Malacandra". He soon learns that they
intend to give him as a human sacrifice to the natives of the planet, called "sorns". As soon as
the ship lands, Ransom takes advantage of a distraction to run off and evade his (now former)
captors. As he makes his way across the landscape of the strange, new world, he learns that all
is not as it appears. His eventual fate is not nearly as bad as Weston and Devine thought it would
be, but the secrets he learns about his own world will change him forever.This work is truly a
masterpiece. Lewis opined on the philosophical and moral debates of his time by use of the
story-telling device of science-fiction. Arguably, the credit that folks give to Gene Roddenberry
for ushering in some new era of storytelling by using his Star Trek stories to give commentary on
current events issues should go instead to C. S. Lewis. Lewis was able to effectively use his



typically elegant and witty prose to the extent that his commentary did not interfere at all with the
tale he wanted to tell. In most authors, the "lessons" or "Aesops" come across in a blunt, clumsy,
heavy-handed manner. Not so in this work.I really just want to deal with a two main criticisms
that the book and series as a whole have gotten. First, Lewis did not have some hair-brained
notion of Mars landscape. He knew, because it was already known to some extent, that Mars
was not like this. It is a STORY. He was making up a fiction, just like DC Comics does with the
Martian Manhunter, or many others have. The second major criticism is that Lewis hated
science. No, he didn't. Ransom was a philologist, which is one of the "harder" areas of the
"social sciences", the sorns are basically scholars and scientists, and the atheist good guy
among the group in the final installment of the trilogy, is an intelligent, scientific man. No, what
Lewis hated and criticized was science unrestrained by notions of basic morality and decency.
That really is different from "hating science".The Cosmic Trilogy, beginning with Out of the Silent
Planet, is still to this day unique among science-fiction tales, because the aliens that are
superior to humans are not so due to atheism, but due to a higher moral state and a belief in
God, the God that is known as the Judeo-Christian God here on earth.This book and the rest of
the trilogy, like the Narnia books, is enjoyable as a fun story, but for those who wish to "dig
deeper", the commentary Lewis put forth in the books was pertinent to the time in which it was
written, and is still relevant today.Highly Recommended.”

royalcrowncola, “C.S. Lewis Invites Us To Consider Mars.. One may not enjoy the sci-fi genre but
find Out of the Silent Planet an enjoyable read. C.S. Lewis has written a compelling story
populated with strange, fairytale-like creatures and beings on another planet—Mars. This
should make Silent Planet even more popular due to its focus on Mars and the reasons why
humankind is interested in visiting the red planet. In one of the last chapters, Lewis has the
Weston character says, "I know you kill us," he said. "Me not afraid. Others come, make it our
world—" So there it is! With his understanding of human depravity, Lewis has voiced precisely
what the intellectual elites of the 21st century are saying.It is fascinating to see in our post-
modern culture an emphasis on our "sins of the past" like the genocide of native peoples in
North America in the name of manifest destiny, slavery, taking land and possessions without
regard to existing ownership, while at the same time advocating the same for a neighboring
planet.In Silent Planet, Lewis takes aim at the sophistry of the enlightenment intellectuals of his
era. For example, Ransom demonstrates his ethnocentricity upon first meeting one of the
inhabitants of Mars, the hrossa. "Perhaps the hrossa had a mythology—he took it for granted
they were on a low cultural level—and the séroni were gods or demons." Ransom, to his credit,
begins to assimilate into hrossa culture. But, when Weston, the physicist, and Devine show up
to address the Oyarsa, Weston attempts communication using pidgin English. He is in the
presence of beings who understand the spiritual world and its deeper meanings and history.
Weston's clownish attempts to navigate the meeting only betray his inability to perceive and
understand anything beyond the material world.Lewis uses the Heroic Narrative form in his



novel, and Ransom is the true hero of this narrative. As Leland Ryken explains, "The true hero
expresses an accepted social and moral norm; his experience reenacts the important conflicts
of the community which produces him; he is endowed with qualities that capture the popular
imagination." 1 It is that quality of shared humanity that captures our attention.Is Lewis setting
the stage for a more robust conversation about the Christian worldview? Yes, and this becomes
apparent in the following two books of the trilogy.Because Silent Planet so closely follows some
current ideas about space travel, human superiority, the need for humanity to save itself from
destruction, and humanity's greed, it is the perfect canvas to illustrate God's loving plan of
redemption for our fallen world. We can accept the story because it is based upon truth, and
that truth rings out clearly from Silent Planet. Lewis is the perfect wordsmith to craft such a
massive story compellingly while avoiding the "cheesy-ness" of typical Christian fiction.”

Dr. Lynn E. Forest-hill, “Twentieth-century class-conscious Sci-Fi. It's an interesting read today
because it grates on modern sensibilities with its rather 'ivory tower' attitudes, and raises the
question of whether CSL was really expressing his, and his colleagues, social elitism, or that of
their society at large. On the other hand, I was glad I stuck with the story because the
philological bits were interesting - I could have enjoyed more of that - and the relationship
between the scientist and the child set up pertinent resonances that made those sections feel
very up-to-date. The humanist outlook of the space adventure was fine, although as we all know
what the surface of Mars is really like now, that part had to be understood as the view of the
earlier twentieth century. The journey into space was pure fantasy, but the emotions and
relationships were interesting. Overall, I found it an easy read and undemanding for the most
part. I might even read the next part of the trilogy. I read it initially because it is on the reading list
for the Tolkien Reading Group which I run, as a comparison between the work of CSL and his
great friend JRRT at a specific point in their friendship. Neither writes well in this sci-fi genre. I
was also interested to see how the book relates to Iron Maiden's 'Out of the Silent Planet'. Sci-fi
is a subjective preference, if you like it old-style the book is ok. I still prefer Tolkien's Middle-
earth.”

FAMOUS NAME, “A fascinating and enthralling read!. It may sound a bit snobbish, but however
clever a modern novel is written in my opinion - the older literature is far better composed. I
believe people's written English years ago to be far superior to that of anything you will find today
- whether this has to do with poorer education; or merely that our writers were better at the
subject is a matter of debate, but this is a fine example of a cleverly written piece of work. This is
a sci-fi novel written in 1938, and as a result has all the advantage I like of the full imagination of
other worlds - our having not reached in reality space travel. Not only is the story interesting, but
the prose and way in which it has been composed makes for superb reading indeed!This is the
story of a man minding his own business on his travels one night when he gets caught up in a
planned trip into space. He's abducted by two men, and taken with the travellers and has an



experience not only he won't forget, but one that probably won't be believed!The descriptive text
of the planet known to us as 'Mars' - along with detailed and thought-provoking descriptions of
its inhabitants, makes this an extremely enthralling and satisfying novel. This is part of a trilogy
which I will most certainly be reading.”

Tweedledum, “Good v evil on a cosmic scale. Disclaimer :CS Lewis wrote his space trilogy
decades before space travel became a reality. For his generation the notion that afterall there
could be sentiment beings on Mars and Venus was perfectly possible. So, having got that out of
the way what would a Christian Philologist imagine?Of course this is not just any Christian, or
any philologist, this is the brilliant Lewis himself. Fasten your seatbelt for an extra-ordinary
journey into space with the kidnapped Oxford don and philologist Professor Ransom. Ransom's
unique skills mean that not only is he able to learn the languages of the extra-ordinary beings he
meets on Malacandra (the true name, we learn for Mars) but perhaps his journey was somehow
predestined.Out of the silent planet is the first in the space trilogy. Once read never forgotten.”

Elginson, “Classic Lewis. In this, the first of Lewis' Cosmic Trilogy, three men travel - one
unwillingly - to Malacandra (Mars), and there they encounter the different lifeforms of the planet.
C.S. Lewis, ever the Christian Thinker/Apologist, explores the utopian possibilities of a world
where very different intelligent life-forms live sympathetically side by side, each fulfilling its own
special role and respecting others' differences.The events and conversations expose and
confront the 'bent' ways of a fallen earth: Thulcandra - the Silent Planet of the title, and challenge
us with the idea of other, better ways.Like all Lewis' narratives, the plotting is simple, and it is
certainly not 'science' fiction; he addresses almost no scientific issues at all, unlike say, Jules
Verne, who revelled in working out as much of the science as possible when he also took
adventurers into other worlds.Narnia for adults? Perhaps.Lewis gives us, as always, a book of
ideas intended to make us reflect, and he succeeds.”

Kev Sprack, “A Revelation. This trilogy will come as a revelation to anyone who only associates
C S Lewis with Narnia.The basic premise has been used by many authors,, but rarely to such
good effect. In my opinion, this is the best of the trilogy. 'Perelandra" seems to be just a rewrite of
Genesis, and the last in the series is more of a straightforward adventure story lacking the
spirituality of the first two.Highly recommended for anyone who likes their Sci-fi with a diffetence.”

The book by Greg Field has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 2,448 people have provided feedback.
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